
 
RSU 12 Curriculum, Learning, and Instruction Committee Agenda/Minutes 

Thursday, January 10, 2019 
Chelsea Elementary School – 5:30 pm 

 
 
Present:  Abby Manahan, Frank Hample, Will Sugg, Deb Taylor 
 

1. APPROVAL OF MINUTES FROM DECEMBER 13, 2018: (5 minutes)  
Unanimous 
 

2. CURRICULUM UPDATE: (10 minutes) 
 
RSU 12 has sent a team of teachers and administrators to a 4-day institute on complex reasoning.  This is a 
train-the-trainer model of professional development, which means that these participants will be equipped with the 
knowledge and resources to bring this training back to staff in the district.  This training emphasizes the the 
purposeful design of learning opportunities that integrate content (Math, Social Studies, Science, English, etc.) 
with explicit instruction and practice using complex reasoning skills.  Teachers support student development and 
use of these skills by explaining their function, using graphic organizers to help aid understanding, providing 
examples from students’ everyday lives, and then asking students to practice with the new content.  For example, 
in a lesson about ecosystems, the teacher might first explain systems analysis as a complex reasoning process.  He 
or she would then provide a familiar example, perhaps illustrating how coaches identify the roles played by each 
member of the team (a system) and how the impact on the system and each player in the event of a change such as 
player injury.  After students practice systems analysis with additional familiar examples, students then attempt to 
engage in similar analysis with the ecosystem being studied.  Participants in this training will meet to plan how 
best to bring the learning back to all staff in our schools to better support student development of complex 
reasoning skills. 
 
The State of Maine Department of Education is expected to release the Maine school report cards in early January. 
These report cards should include a dashboard of data about each school, the district, and the State.  They will 
include information about Absenteeism, Math and achievement and growth as measured by the State test, and 
English achievement and growth as measured by the State test.  Once released, the district will post these scores 
on the district website. 
 
Suggest a pre-release press release to get ahead of the message when report cards are published.  
 

3. INVENTORY OF CURRICULUM RESOURCES: (20 minutes)  
See  link 
 

Reviewed board approved items and currently used curriculum resources.  Discussed high price of Newsela and 
expansion of Lexia. 

 
4. LEARNING COMMONS MODEL 

 
Discussed the learning commons model and its potential impact on facilities and staffing.  Suggestion to 
accompany board and budget presentation on this with a video that emphasizes the role of this model in the 21st 
century school.  Think about what the staff in this space would be called - Learning Commons Facilitator, 
Learning Commons Coach, something else . . .  Critical to ensure inclusion of collaboration and communication 

 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/19yZ4FZz5dtB_bpayQhXY671Qb85tOnla6-4E21Kasy4/edit?usp=sharing


 
skills. 

 
5. OTHER:  

 
6. COMMITTEE ACTION ITEMS (Once marked complete, the item will be removed from the list for the 

following month): 
 

7. ACTION FOR NEXT MEETING:  Add the following to next month’s agenda  
 

8. NEXT MEETING DATE:  February 14, 2019 
 
END TIME:  
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
Deborah Taylor 
Director of Curriculum and Technology 

 


